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Introduction
Recently there have been numerous studies of DNA
molecular motion and deformation induced by viscous
flows, magnetic fields, electric fields, and electroosmotic
flows.. Because DNA not only carries genetic informa-
tion, but is also a macromolecule large enough to be
visualized optically, its physical behavior under flow and
other fields can provide us insights into polymer physics
at the molecular level.
So far, experimental and theoretical studies of single-
molecule DNA dynamics in flow fields have yielded a
reasonably thorough understanding of their behavior in
the bulk (Perkins et al. 1997; Smith and Chu 1998; Smith
et al. 1999; Babcock et al. 2000; Larson et al. 1997, 1999;
Hur et al. 2000). With the rapid growth of genetic
analyses, there is also an increased interest in DNA
molecular behavior near solid surfaces or in a confined
geometry, which is much less understood than the bulk
behavior of DNA in flow. Possible applications include
DNA separation using confinement effects (Han et al.
1999; Han and Craighead 2000; Doyle et al. 2002; Jen-
drejack et al. 2003) or using electrophoretic movement
on flat surfaces (Pernodet et al. 2000). In addition, DNA
stretching and deposition onto an adsorbing surface
(Bensimon et al. 1994, 1995; Hu et al. 1996; Allemand
et al. 1997; Yokota et al. 1999; Abramchuk et al. 2001;
Klein et al. 2001) has been used to enable subsequent
gene mapping by restriction digestion or hybridization
(Schwartz et al. 1993; Michalet et al. 1997; Cai et al.
1998; Gad et al. 2001).
Recently, the Schwartz group (Jing et al. 1998) has
developed a method for optical mapping of DNA mol-
ecules that have been stretched and deposited onto a
substrate by the flow in an evaporating sessile droplet.
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Abstract We investigate experimen-
tally k-phage and T2-coliphage
DNA molecules near both non-
adsorbing glass and adsorbing
3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (AP-
TES)-coated glass surfaces in a sim-
ple steady shearing flow generated
by a torsional flow cell. The DNA
molecular deformations near the
surface are found to be considerably
weaker than in bulk flow at the same
shear rate. This affects the DNA
molecule’s deposition and stretching
on the adsorbing surface. Surpris-
ingly, for a simple shearing flow in
the torsional shearing device, the
observed stretch, for molecules both
near (<10 lm) the surface and ad-
sorbed to it, is much less than pre-
dicted by simulations.
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DNA molecules towards the substrate and the edge of
the droplet. DNA molecules deposit onto the glass sur-
face and are stretched in the radial direction.
The glass surface is treated with 3-aminopropyltri-
ethoxysilane (APTES), rendering it positively charged,
so that DNA will adsorb to it. The better the stretching
of the DNA molecules, the easier the subsequent optical
mapping, which uses restriction digestion with endo-
nucleases and optical measurement of the position of the
restriction digestion points along the contour of the
deposited DNA molecules. This method can be used for
high-throughput gene analyses.
The development of methods such as these has
highlighted the need for an improved understanding of
the interaction of flowing polymer molecules with sur-
faces. Here, we study DNA deformation on and near
surfaces in a simple torsional steady shearing flow pro-
duced between two parallel disks by rotation of one of
the disks about an axis normal to the disks. Other
studies have focused on polymer concentrations near
surfaces under flow and are reviewed in our recent the-
oretical paper (Chopra and Larson 2002).
In the following section we introduce our experi-
mental setup and procedures; following that we discuss
the results obtained in a simple steady shearing flow.
Finally, we present our conclusions.
Experimental setup and methods
Glass surface treatment Glass coverslips (Corning No.1,
25 mm square) were prepared using the method adopted
from Jing et al. (1998) and described in detail in Chopra
et al. (2003). Briefly, the coverslips were cleaned by
boiling in concentrated nitric acid HNO3 for 7 h, fol-
lowed by boiling in 6 N hydrochloric acid HCl for 4 h.
The glass coverslips were rinsed thoroughly with
de-ionized water, making them ready for APTES coat-
ing. In a glove box with N2 blowing in to control
humidity which affects hydrolysis, a 2 vol.% APTES
aqueous solution was prepared, and we added 100 ppm
of the 2% APTES aqueous solution to ethanol imme-
diately, and hydrolyzed for 7 h. Then we incubated clean
cover slips in APTES/ethanol for 48 h in the glove box
filled with N2, and aged the coverslips in desiccators in a
refrigerator for about one to seven days.
Stained DNA solutions We used 54%, 60%, and
66 wt% sucrose sugar solutions, with 50 pg/ll
48.5-kbp k-phage DNA (New England BioLab) stained
with YOYO-1 fluorescent dye (Molecular Probe Inc.)
at a dye-to-base-pair molar ratio of 1:8, and 10%
b-mercaptoethanol (Sigma). The solution contained
10 mmol/l tris-HCl and 1 mmol/l EDTA at pH 8.0.
For each experiment in torsional simple steady shear-
ing flow, 200 ml of solution was put onto the glass
coverslip, the gap between the upper motor-driven
plate and the lower coverslip holding the solution was
adjusted, and then the flow was immediately started.
Image acquisition and analysis Stained DNA molecules
either in bulk solution or on the coated glass slips are
visualized using a Nikon TE200 fluorescent microscope
with a 100· oil immersion objective with N.A
(numerical aperture) of 1.4 and focal depth of 0.6 lm,
with a digital interline CCD camera MicroMax
1300YHS (Princeton Instruments, distributed by Fryer
Co.) to capture both still and dynamic images at a
resolution of 1300·1030 using full-chip acquisition.
The image acquisition software MetaView/MetaMorph
version 4.5 (Universal Image, distributed by Fryer Co.)
is used to control the camera, the XYZ stage motor
(Prior Inc.), and the electronic shutter (Uniblitz VMM-
D1, Vincent Associates), and to run the image analysis
software. The exposure time is about 50 ms for images
taken near the surface (H<10 lm) to 20 ms for bulk
positions, which is much larger than 10 s, the time for
DNA molecule diffuse out of the depth of focus.
Equipment setup The torsional flow cell is mounted on
the motorized stage of the microscope and the upper
plate is rotated by a motor. The lower plate is a
replaceable glass coverslip. The dimensions of the flow
cell are 1 cm in diameter and a height that is adjust-
able from 0 to 5000 lm by moving the upper plate. In
our experiments, we keep the gap at 500 lm. Figure 1
is a close-up view of the torsional flow cell.
Alignment of the plates in the torsional shearing flow
cell To align the plates, we mark four pairs of points
which are at the corners of a square with a diagonal of
8 mm. A similar set of four points is marked on both
upper and lower plates with each point on the upper
Fig. 1 Torsional shearing flow cell
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plate at same x-y position as the corresponding point on
the lower plate. We lower the upper plate and allow it
gently to touch the lower plate, possibly at an angle if
the plates are not parallel. Using adjustable screws for
the upper plate on the flow cell we bring all eight points
on the upper and lower plates into the same focal plane
using a 20· objective whose depth of focus is 10 lm.
Then, to confirm the parallelism of the plates, we raise
the upper plate so that the gap is about 100 lm, as
determined by the micrometer attached to the upper
plate, and measure the gap again at each of these four
positions by focusing on each of the pairs of markers on
each of the four positions. If we find the tilt angle
between the two plates to be less than 0.1, we consider
the alignment to be acceptable. Detailed particle image
velocimetry (PIV) measurements of the flow field were
performed and these confirmed that a uniform simple
shearing flow was generated by the flow cell (Hu and
Larson 2002).
Results and discussion
Steady torsional shear flow
We performed experiments with dilute k-phage and
T2-coliphage DNA solutions in the torsional flow cell
described above. The viscosities of these DNA sugar
solutions are given in Table 1. If not mentioned, the
results shown are from the 60% sugar solution.
DNA stretching in bulk solutions
First, we determine the relaxation time of the DNA
molecules as a function of sugar concentration. We
shear at high speed (3.8 rpm) and abruptly stop the flow
to allow the stretched DNA chains to relax, and plot x2,
the stretch length squared of the chain vs time. The
relaxation time of a DNA chain is determined by fitting
the last portion of the curve corresponding to values of x
that are less than 30% of L, the fully extended contour
length of DNA, with a single exponential function








where A and B are fitting parameters, and the brackets
<> represent an average over 10 to 20 molecules.
We can also calculate the longest relaxation time of
DNA molecules in these solutions using the Rouse







where ftotal is the drag coefficient for the whole molecule.
Here, we calculate this drag coefficient from the Batch-
elor formula for the drag on a slender cylinder (Li et al.
2000; Li and Larson 2000b) 1Rtotal ¼ gs 2pLln Ldð Þ
with gs the
solvent viscosity and d the diameter of the DNA chain,
which is 2 nm for DNA (Pecora 1991). For DNA, which
is a semi-flexible worm-like chain, the equilibrium
end-to-end distance in the rest state, <R2>o, can be
calculated as <R2>o=2kpL. Here, kp is the molecular
persistence length, which is around 0.066 lm for
k-phage DNA stained with YOYO dye (Quake et al.
1997), and L is the contour length of the molecule, which
is L=21 lm. kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
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The longest relaxation time can also be calculated from
the Zimm model for a theta solvent, giving (Doi and














where NA=6.023·1023, S1=2.236, and F=2.2–
2.87·1023; hence S1NAU ¼ 5:02 6:49.
Table 1 Relaxation time s of k-phage and T2-phage DNA solutions at different concentrations of sugar
DNA Sugar
conc. (wt%)
gs Pa s sRs sZ s s exp s errs (%) kp lm L lm
k-phage
54
0.014 2.208 2.354 2.18±0.18 1.26 0.066 21
60 0.061 9.963 10.622 9.06±0.58 9.07
66 0.210 34.174 36.434
T2-phage 60 0.061 90.646 64.167 0.066 67.2
sRis calculated from Eq. (3)
sZis calculated from Eq. (4) using
S1NA
U ¼ 6:49
sexpis obtained by fitting the square of the DNA stretch vs time from Eq. (1)
The viscosities are measured at 20 C and concentrations of the sugar are approximate
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The relaxation times obtained from these two for-
mulas and from the experimental measurements are lis-
ted in Table 1. This shows that the longest relaxation
times calculated from the Rouse model are very close to
the experimental results; the deviation is around 10%.
Note that for k-phage DNA, the Zimm relaxation time
sz calculated using the largest value of
S1NA
U ¼ 6:49 is
actually larger than the Rouse relaxation time, sR. This
occurs because for k-phage DNA, the quantity Lln L=dð Þ is
scarcely larger than R2
 1=2
0
; for longer DNA molecules,





and sR>sz. In a previous paper (Hsieh et al. 2003), we
showed in detail that the effect of hydrodynamic inter-
actions is very weak in dilute k-phage DNA solutions,
which is consistent with the fact that sR is not larger
than sz. Since it is difficult to obtain the relaxation time
of DNA in a very viscous solution without precipitation
of the sugar in 66% sugar solution, we therefore define
the Weissenberg number, Wi=s _c, using the ‘‘Rouse’’
longest relaxation time, sR, calculated from Eq. (3). The
relaxation times measured from these experiments are in
the range of reported values for k-phage DNA from
other experiments (Perkins et al. 1997; Smith and Chu
1998; Babcock et al. 2003).
After determining the longest relaxation time of the
DNA molecules in solutions with different concentra-
tions of sugar, we measured the DNA molecule’s aver-
age stretch length <x>, which is the average of the
maximum stretched length, in bulk solutions (around
20 lm away from the glass surface) at different shear
rates. We took snapshots at different radial positions,
which have different values of Wi, then analyzed the
average stretch ratio <x/L>over 1000 molecules at
each Wi, and compared our results to those of the group
of Chu and coworkers (Smith et al. 1999). Our results
for the average stretch ratio <x/L> vs Weissenberg
number Wi (see Fig. 2) in bulk solution under steady
shear are in very good agreement with the results of the
Chu group, which were obtained in a sliding-plate
geometry. This indicates that DNA molecules have
similar behavior in steady simple shearing flow gener-
ated either by the torsional flow cell or by a sliding
plates.
DNA stretching near clean glass surfaces
Next, we took images of DNA molecules at different
heights H above the lower glass surface, and plotted the
average stretch ratio <x/L> vs Weissenberg number
Wi at H=1 lm, 3 lm, 5 lm, 7 lm, 10 lm from the
wall, and in the bulk solution, which is around 20 lm
from the wall (see Fig. 3). Evidently, the average stretch
ratio close to the wall is much smaller than that in the
bulk. Figure 4 plots the average stretch ratio <x/L> vs
the dimensionless distance from the wall H/L. Surpris-
ingly, Fig. 4a shows that the average stretch ratio
increases linearly with H in the near-wall region where
the dimensionless distance H/L is less than 1/3, and
approaches bulk behavior when H/L is equal to or
greater than about 1/3, namely 7 lm for k-phage DNA.
In order to check the scaling of this phenomenon with
molecular contour length, we performed similar experi-
ments with T2 DNA (Sigma-Alderich), which has 164 K
base pairs and a contour length LT2=67 lm, about three
times greater than that of k-phage DNA (Lk-phage=
21 lm). Again, the longest relaxation time, sR, of T2-
phage DNA in 60 wt% sucrose solution is calculated by
Fig. 2 k-Phage DNA average stretch ratio <x/L> vs Weissenberg
number Wi in bulk solution in three different sugar concentration
solutions (solid squares represent the results in 54 wt% sugar, solid
triangles in 60 wt% sugar, and solid circles are in 66 wt% sugar)
compared to the results obtained in a sliding-plate device by Smith
et al. (1999) and to stretch of DNA adsorbed onto an APTES-
coated surface at 60 wt% of sugar
Fig. 3 The average stretch ratio <x/L> of k-phage DNA
molecules vs Weissenberg number Wi in the bulk and the near-
wall regions for a non-adsorbing glass surface. The error bars are
the size of the data symbols or smaller. The lines are for bulk and
M=1 lm, to guide the eye
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Eq. (3), and it is listed in Table 1. In Fig. 4b, which
shows the average stretch ratio vs the dimensionless
distance from the wall for T2 DNA, the slope of the
curve is about the same as for k-phage DNA, namely
around 0.45, and the distance at which bulk behavior is
attained is again about 1/3 of the contour length L.
Therefore, we conclude that DNA molecules experience
significant restrictions on stretching in the near-wall re-
gion, which is defined as H6 13 L.
We did not observe any instances of molecular
breakage or other artifacts that might affect our results.
Nevertheless, to confirm that the dependence of stretch
on distance H from the wall is not an experimental
artifact, we analyzed the integrated light intensity of
each object (that is, each individual DNA molecule in
each image) to determine whether the DNA molecules
near the surface were less bright, and therefore con-
tained less mass, than DNA molecules in the bulk. The
measurement of DNA light intensity involves three
steps, first the identification of pixel groupings, so-called
regions of interest (ROI) that correspond to individual
DNA molecules, second the determination of total
normalized light intensity of each ROI, and third the
measurement of the stretched length of the molecule.
The first step is accomplished first by setting a threshold
light intensity, chosen to be 15–50 for 8-bit images
depending on the exposure time of the images, which for
each image is chosen to be slightly greater than the
background light intensity of DNA-free regions of the
image which have intensities of 10–45. All pixels
exceeding the threshold are considered to be ‘‘occupied’’
by a DNA molecule. Next, ‘‘occupied’’ pixels that are
contiguous to each other are assigned to be same DNA
molecule and called Regions of Interest (ROI). This step
is valid for sufficiently dilute solutions, such as those
used here, where DNA molecules rarely overlap each
other in the image. After identifying the ROIs, each ROI
was inspected visually to identify and remove from
consideration bright spots due to camera readout noise
that were clearly not single DNA molecules, as well as
fragmented DNA images whose middle sections are out
of the depth of focus, and overlapping DNA molecules.
These anomalous, rejected ROIs represent fewer than
10% of total DNA molecules in all processed images.
This completes step one, the identification of each group
of pixels that corresponds to a DNA molecule.
To accomplish step two, we added up the light
intensity of all pixels in each ROI, to give a quantity that
is proportional to the mass of that molecule (since the
dye stains the molecule uniformly). Because images
might differ from each other in illumination conditions
(since, as mentioned above, we use different exposure
times at different distance H from the glass substrate
because of the differences in speed of flow), we normalize
the light intensity for each DNA molecule by the average
light intensity per pixel for the whole image, and called it
the normalized integrated intensity. This completes step
two, the determination of the normalized integrated
intensity of each ROI, that is, each DNA molecule.
The third step is accomplished by finding the largest
separation distance between any two pixels contained in
the same ROI (same DNA molecule). This distance is
the DNA stretch length. We plot the normalized inte-
grated intensity of the DNA molecule vs its stretch
length; see Fig. 5. We found that the normalized inten-
sity fluctuates around a constant for both H=1 lm and
10 lm positions. For the more coiled stretched DNA
molecules, whose stretch lengths are short, the intensity
is more scattered than for the stretched molecules. The
narrow focal depth apparently causes the larger varia-
Fig. 4a,b Average stretch ratio of DNA molecules <x/L> vs
dimensionless distance from the wall H/L for non-adsorbing
surfaces: a k-phage DNA molecules; b T2 DNA molecules.
Symbols are experimental data and dashed lines are linear fits of
the trends
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tion in the integrated intensity of coiled DNA molecules,
which can be partially out of focus. Overall, the nor-
malized integrated intensity does not correlate with
stretch length of the DNA, and it is on average the same
for molecules both near the surface (H=1 lm) and in
the bulk (H=10 lm); see Fig. 5. This indicates that the
reduced stretching in the nearsurface region is not the
result of molecular breakage or other artifact that would
produce either a correlation between stretch (i.e., length
of the object) and brightness or a difference in DNA
brightness between the near-surface and bulk regions.
DNA stretching near/on APTES-coated glass surfaces
We studied DNA stretching in a shearing flow in which
the lower glass surface was coated with APTES. The
coating chemistry is depicted in Fig. 6. Hydroxyl groups
are exposed on the surface after concentrated-acid
cleaning, and the hydroxyl in APTES reacts with that on
the glass surface and generates a water molecule. DNA
molecules will be negatively charged at pH>7 and be
attracted to the positively charged amine groups at the
surface (Wingard et al. 1976) due to the entropy gain
from release of counterions.
We then studied the stretch of DNA on the APTES-
coated lower glass surface in steady shearing flow. We
took images at different radial positions every 10 min
(some of these images are shown in Fig. 7) and analyzed
these images to obtain the time-dependent molecular
deposition rate, average stretch <x>, and average ori-





at differentWi. The orientation angle a()90 £ a £ 90) is
defined as the angle between the radial direction and the
molecule’s longest stretching direction.
On the APTES-coated surface, DNA molecules were
irreversibly absorbed after stretching in the flow (the
molecules might also stretch as they are adsorbing onto
the surface). We find that the average stretch <x> (in
Fig. 8c) is much less than in the bulk. The average
stretch also reaches a plateau value at much lower Wi
than that in the bulk (as shown in Fig. 2). Figure 8a
shows that the deposition rate is constant initially, and
then the surface coverage begins to level off. (Even with
the slow-down in deposition, the molecular number
density is not uniform over the viewing field of the
microscope, which covers an area of 85·67 lm2. This
indicates that the APTES treatment might not produce a
uniformly coated surface.) The orientation parameter
(Fig. 8b) at time zero indicates that the molecules are
Fig. 5 The normalized integrated intensity vs stretch length of each
k-phage DNA molecule at positions of 1 lm (open squares) and
10 lm (solid diamonds) away from the solid surface
Fig. 6 APTES surface coating mechanism. At pH<10, the APTES
coating is positively charged, while at pH near neutral, DNA is
negatively charged and binds strongly to APTES coating
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mostly randomly oriented with an orientation parameter
of around zero when they are first deposited on the
surface before the shearing flow starts. As shearing starts
and continues, more oriented molecules are deposited on
the surface and the orientation parameter S approaches
0.9 for Wi in the range of 1420.
Fig. 7a,b DNA images on an APTES-coated glass coverslip at
different times in a torsional shearing flow at Wi=14: a t=0, just
after depositing the DNA solution onto the surface and mounting
the upper plate; b t=60 min; c t=120 min after startup of
shearing. The scale bar is 15 lm. The flow is in the vertical direction
Fig. 8 a Density of DNA molecules deposited on an APTES-
coated surface vs time. b DNA molecular orientation parameter S
vs time. Except for the points at zero time, the first image has been
subtracted from subsequent images, and all subsequent data is a
running average that accumulates with time. c Average length
<x> vs time, again as a running average with the first image
subtracted
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Comparison between experimental and simulation
results
Brownian dynamics simulations have been performed of
DNA deposition from bulk solution in a steady simple
shearing flow onto an adsorbing surface (Chopra and
Larson 2002), with no adjustable parameters, and we
now compare our experimental results for the average
stretch ratio, <x/L>, with these simulation results both
in the bulk and on the surface. Apparently, although the
simulation can predict the DNA average stretch ratio
fairly well in the bulk solution as seen the filled circles
and dotted line in Fig. 9 (Li and Larson 2000a; Hur
et al. 2000; Chopra and Larson 2002), the simulations
predict much higher stretch on the surface (solid line in
Fig. 9) than in the bulk (dashed line), while the experi-
ments measure much less stretch on the surface (filled
squares in Fig. 9) than in the bulk (filled circles). This
discrepancy in stretch of adsorbed chains is similar to
that found for chains in the near-wall region. As men-
tioned previously (see Fig. 4), the experimental mea-
surements show that in a large region near the wall (up
to about one third of the molecular contour length, that
is, up to 22 lm for T2-phage DNA) the average stretch
is significantly reduced below that of the bulk, while the
simulations show that the region where the stretch is
affected by the wall is less then a micron. Hence, to
resolve these disparities between experimental and sim-
ulation results, future work should focus on surface
characteristics and near-surface flow behavior.
Conclusions
In this work, k-phage and T2-phage DNA molecules
have been used to study macromolecular behavior near
adsorbing and non-adsorbing solid surfaces under flow.
In a torsional steady simple shear flow, we confirmed
the results obtained in bulk shearing flow by Smith et al.
(1999), but discovered that DNA molecular stretching is
reduced from that observed in the bulk over a surpris-
ingly large region close to the solid surface, namely a
region that extends up to one third of L, the fully-
extended, or contour, length of the DNA molecule. This
result was obtained for two different DNA molecules,
T2 DNA (with L=67 lm) and k-phage DNA (with
L=21 lm). The stretch of the molecules adsorbed onto
the surface is quite limited; the average stretch x is only
3.5 lm for k-phage DNA even at a relatively high shear
rate, Wi21.5, which is a much smaller stretch than in
the bulk at high Wi.
The experimental measurements have been compared
with Brownian dynamics simulation results in a simple
steady shearing flow (Chopra and Larson 2002). While
the simulation results correctly predict the average
stretch of DNA molecules in the bulk, they greatly over-
predict the stretch on the surface and in the near-surface
region. Further investigation should focus on the near-
surface region in steady shear flow.
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Fig. 9 Comparisons between simulations (lines) and experiments
(symbols). Closed circles are experimental measurements of average
stretch ratio <x/L> for DNA molecules in the bulk solution
under shearing flow, and squares are for molecules adsorbed on the
surface, The solid and dashed lines are predictions of the Brownian
dynamics simulations for chains at the surface and in the bulk
respectively. The experimental conditions of the shearing flow are
the same as in Fig. 2
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